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Isaac Asimov’s Foundation, a science fiction novel much beloved of geeks, has special resonance among 
those who imagine themselves as visionaries using advanced knowledge to transform society for the 
better. When the SpaceX rocket launched in early 2018, its unusual payload even included a copy of the 
Foundation series as a symbolic gesture. 
Foundation is famous for introducing the idea of psychohistory, a mathematical social science that can 
predict the future. This imagined science comes with appropriate caveats: it can predict the future only for 
populations (rather than individuals), for a limited number of independent variables, and when performed 
in secret. Predictive social science has a lot of appeal for people wanting to do good. Within the book, 
Hari Seldon, the chief intellectual behind psychohistory, predicted that then-thriving galactic empire was 
going to collapse. He wanted to use psychohistory’s predictions to reduce the ensuing chaos from an 
expected 30,000 years to 1,000 years. So why do I have such strong reservations about psychohistory? 
For two reasons: first, core ideas from sociology suggest that a psychohistory could never exist, and, more 
importantly, even if it could, psychohistory’s normative basis means we must reject it on ethical grounds. 
Psychohistory can never exist because the human condition—who we are and what we will do—is not a 
solvable problem. Emergence is the idea that systemic characteristics arise organically from the 
interaction of the system’s parts. Emergent properties (which belong to the system, not the individuals) 
can’t be determined in advance. You can read more about emergence in organization theory (The 
Emergence of Organizations and Markets is a good start) and critical realism (Philip S. Gorski’s 2016 
Qualitative Sociology article, for instance), but emergence is actually central to sociology: we are not just 
studying collections of individuals but also the organizations and institutions that arise out of societies in 
operation. A more hard science-y treatment can be found in complexity theory (as studied at the Santa Fe 
Institute), which posits that human societies are nonlinear systems with multiple, independent actors who 
co-evolve with their environment. Our world shapes our choices, but we change our world through our 
actions. Further, how we make sense of the world is not static, but in near-constant flux. 
Psychohistory can never exist because the human condition—who we are and what we will do—is not a 
solvable problem. 
Meaning-making is fundamental to social life. We imbue our lives and actions with meanings that we 
construct, and these constructions are subject to change over time. I have in mind a version of Anthony 
Giddens’s “structuration”, but other theoretical formulations fit neatly. Humans think back at you. We are 
not billiard balls to be sent bouncing around according to immutable laws of motion. Religion, 
philosophies of legitimate government, family, the good life: these are not constant concepts. Human 
behavior reshapes itself as our basic categories of meaning making change. The vector space of social life 
keeps changing because the categories we use to make sense of it are impermanent and because our 
interventions shape future possibilities. 
 
All that aside, in Asimov’s books, psychohistory relies on secrecy and manipulation. The mob whose 
actions are predicted must be “blind” and without “foreknowledge of the results of their own actions” he 
writes on p. 120. However, the knowledge that there is a grand plan plays into the characters’ behavior. 
Comically, one politician with some basic knowledge of psychohistory wonders on p. 121, “I tried never 
to let my foresight influence my action, but how can I tell?” Later in the series, the psychohistorians use 
mind control powers to shape human behavior to serve their plan and alter predicted scenarios. Now we 
begin to see the ethical strain required to justify the implementation of psychohistory in Asimov and 
beyond. 
Good intentions notwithstanding, the paternalism of covertly shaping social futures is profoundly anti-
democratic and grossly transgressive upon individual free will and human rights. Without offering a 
public account of its intentions and methods, any social science taking psychohistory’s capability to 
predict and shape the future as a model—even if it is in service of the greater good—would have a rotten 
core. 
All this is what I love about science fiction and why I believe it’s profoundly sociological. Despite my 
opposition to psychohistory and whatever its real-world analogues might be, I value Foundation for 
provoking challenges to both its core ideas and our own. Novelist Philip K. Dick once defined his genre, 
sci-fi, as describing worlds that are “possible under the right circumstances,” based on a transformation or 
dislocation of our current world in such a way that a new society is revealed. At its best, science fiction 
prompts you to rethink what you know about the world and what the future might hold. 
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